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between this method and that of expounding a view of life. Only
when they had gained experience, and began to realize the capacities
of a particular form, would there be specialization of technique.
In that sense there is in truth an evolution of genres. Before
it takes place there are these blundering mixtures of narration
and reflection, characters coming to the footlights in the middle
of the play to deliver harangues on behalf of the author, dialogue
degenerating into a debate, and the action terminating in a lecture.
Not until fiction has established itself as a well-defined art does the
novelist see that his proper business is to submit his mature vision of
life, not to talk about the people he has invented and what they do,
or to proffer judgments and generalizations. If he holds strong
opinions and is anxious to ventilate them, he can do it more effec-
tively by making us see life as he himself sees it than by any amount
of laying down the law. If he finds the portraiture of life an in-
adequate means, he has the alternative of putting his reflections into
the form of an essay ; and, like Fielding, he may venture to inter-
polate such essays between the successive chapters of his novel, like
Thackeray, interject them in confidential asides, or, like George
Eliot or George Meredith, have a witty aphorist amonghis characters
to pronounce them. He may be wiser still, and, leaving conclusions
to the reader, stick religiously to concrete statement. This requires
the finer art j but when such art is at command even the unexpressed
may be conveyed, and conveyed more persuasively than if it had
been made explicit. As the sphere of the artist and the sphere of
the expositor become more rigidly defined, the purist who insists
on rules without understanding the principles for which they exist
may go so far as to deny that it is within the province of the novelist
to express himself in anyway on the issues involved in the relations
of his imaginary personages. This is to assert a human impossibility.
Even those creative writers who are least conscious of a meaning
to transmit, cannot help revealing a meaning ; unformulated as a
logical proposition, it is formulated in another way, the way that
comes naturally to such minds. Fielding and Thackeray were
equally skilled in the essay and in the novel. But there have been
numberless writers who could express their philosophy of life, or,
if that is too weighty a term, their sentiments and convictions, in
no other way but through the medium of characters and incidents

